
jay tighe

Singer/songwriter Jay Tighe has had a lifelong 

obsession for performing since he first hit the stage in 

early grade school. Whether it was singing in award-

winning concert choirs and charity shows or acting in 

theatre productions or college student film projects, he 

rarely passed up an opportunity to entertain.

Currently residing in San Diego, this Midwest raised, St 

Louis hometown singer says artists ranging from Rascal 

Flatts and Kenny Rogers to George Michael and Gary 

Barlow have strongly influenced his mix of country & 

pop. In addition to his own solo shows, Jay has shared 

the stage with artists including Sugarland, Jason Aldean, 

Destiny's Child, 98 Degrees, Enrique Iglesias, and many 

others.

His debut album “Driven” features 11 tracks all written 

by Jay. Of the album, Jay says “It takes the listener on a 

country-fused journey. Love and recovery, trials of 

confidence and emotion, & finding the light at the end 

of the tunnel. This is a trip full of twists and turns, with 

no rules except to just enjoy the ride…” Jay’s first single 

off "Driven“ is the catchy country sing-a-long "Red 

Flags" dealing with the warning signs of any new 

relationship. The song is accompanied by an incredibly 

fun video directed by Nayip Ramos in which Jay is seen 

battling the outcomes of ignoring the red flags.  Of the 

song, Jay says “everyone can relate to this story.  We’ve 

all been there, saw the warning signs, and simply 

ignored them!”

Jay’s list of accolades include winning Top Country Male 

at the Talent Quest 2013 Nationals, San Diego's genre 

70's/80's Entertainer of the Year, and countless other 

awards. And who can forget his run on the hit Hawaiian 

television show "Hawaii Stars" where he earned 12 

perfect scores, over 100,000 phone votes, and winning 

the judges over in the finals with a perfect 10 from each 

of them. His unique mix of song and stage performance 

easily made him an audience favorite. He would later 

return for the final season of "Hawaii Stars" sweeping 

the Viewer's Choice competition undefeated. The 

viewing audience chose Jay week-after-week as their 

favorite contestant.
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